SUN-A11: Deck Parks:
The Future of Open Space in Our Cities?
SESSION OVERVIEW

Our cities face increasing growth and density, as more people live and work
in urban cores. While transportation infrastructure has long divided urban
communities, cities are finding ways that meet infrastructural needs while
also connecting urban spaces and creating iconic places that are catalysts for
social inclusion and economic vitality.
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. As cities become denser and open space opportunities decrease, learn how
cities are combining infrastructural needs with the creation of urban parks,
and how these groundbreaking projects are being funded and realized.
2. See three case studies of parks constructed as decks over freeways,
and how these projects take on challenges related to approvals and
community acceptance.
3. Learn how these projects are catalysts for economic and social change—
becoming sought-after destinations and creating urban connections, as
well as creating new opportunities for private development.
4. See examples of collaborative engineering strategies and systems that
allow topographic variation, planting, and storm water management
while also incorporating architectural and landscape elements that restore
environmental qualities and a sense of well-being.
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PANELISTS
Marilyn Taylor, FAIA — Moderator
Marilyn Taylor served eight transformative years as Dean of the UPenn School of Design
after more than three decades as architect, urban designer and partner at Skidmore,
Owings & Merrill, where she led practices in transportation and urban design and served
as the firm’s first woman Chairman. She has earned international awards and acclaim for
her ground-breaking urban design projects such as the Denver Union Station Hub and
Neighborhood and for her civic leadership as Rockefeller Fellow of the NYC Partnership,
President of AIANY, Global Chair of the ULI, and senior advisor to Rebuild by Design and
100 Resilient Cities. She was most recently honored with the Architecture Foundation’s
George M. White Prize for Excellence in Public Architecture.
Mary Margaret Jones, FASLA
Mary Margaret Jones is President of Hargreaves Associates, globally renowned for
innovative design of reclaimed urban waterfronts and recipients of over a hundred
national and international awards, including the Cooper Hewitt National Design Award.
As president, Mary Margaret leads the firm’s three offices in San Francisco, Cambridge and
Hargreaves Jones in NYC on projects such as the London Olympics Parklands, Discovery
Green and Crissy Field. She is a past Visiting Critic at the Harvard Graduate School of
Design, a Fellow of the American Society of Landscape Architects and Fellow and Chair of
the Board of the American Academy in Rome.
Shannon Nichol, FASLA
Shannon Nichol is a founding partner of Gustafson Guthrie Nichol (GGN). Her designs,
including Millennium Park’s Lurie Garden, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation Campus,
and Boston’s North End Parks, are widely recognized for being deeply embedded in their
neighborhoods and natural contexts. Shannon’s work incorporates complex functions
into simple frameworks and refined landforms. Shannon is a Fellow of the American
Society of Landscape Architects and an honorary member of the American Institute of
Architects (Seattle). GGN received the 2017 ASLA National Landscape Architecture Firm
Award and the 2011 Smithsonian’s Cooper-Hewitt National Design Award for Landscape
Architecture, among other awards.
James Burnett, FASLA
James Burnett, FASLA, founded OJB Landscape Architecture in 1989 and has dedicated
his career to creating meaningful spaces that challenge the conventional boundaries of
landscape architecture. Throughout his career, there has been a strong focus on designing
landscapes that promote healthy living. His efforts have focused on the transformation of
cities through the creation of active public spaces. His work in this area restores connections
between disparate sections of cities, providing open space through innovative programming
initiatives. OJB’s contribution to revitalizing communities has been recognized with
consecutive ULI Urban Open Space Awards for Myriad Gardens and for Klyde Warren Park.
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CASE STUDY: North End Parks
Shannon Nichol

1. 2002-2005 Freeway lid parks, 3 acres total, split
between two large traffic islands, sited between
openings to the freeway tunnel and surface
arterials. Near City Hall Plaza.
2. The story of the North End Parks has two
distinct components; a political/cultural story,
and a design story.
3. The Political and Cultural Story; State vs Local,
Civic vs City, “Iconic” vs daily: A single green mall
for all, minimal to no buildings, pressures to
unify and scale up, to convey transcendence of
local interests/needs
4. Opening up a longtime barrier with a new
open space: Open the floodgates or keep some
friction/boundary function?
5. The phantom limb syndrome in surrounding
buildings/uses, the pace of morphing living
patterns around a removed, longtime barrier
6. The Design Story: A collaboration between
GGN and CSS brought together fresh
and idealistic eyes with expertise in the
idiosyncrasies of building locally.
7. Two traffic islands on a roof, between freeway
ramp openings and arterials – the doubleedged sword of 100% open space
8. Italian heritage vs Colonial history interests:
how to back up from current symbols to
the specific site history, into shared physical
reflection of heritage and vernacular
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CASE STUDY: Klyde Warren Park
James Burnett

1. 5.3 acre deck park built over an 8-lane freeway
that connects Uptown to the Arts District in
Downtown.
2. Healing the gap has restored the connection
between urban districts, creating a new heart
for downtown Dallas
3. It has a very strong activation plan. The design
is multi-dimensional. It is meant to work on
many levels for all times of the day and year.
4. The park was engineered so that it is “at grade”
with adjacent streets. This was important for
connectivity. Tree plantings are handled in
dropped trays to disguise the raised deck
appearance.
5. Public Private Partnership collaboration was
key. The $97M took 8 years to raise, and many
special interest and government groups
participated in the process.
6. Positive impact economically, socially and
environmentally, a catalyst for surrounding sites
that spurred multiple developments.
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CASE STUDY: Penn’s Landing
Mary Margaret Jones

1. A new 12-acre park, partially decking over I- 95
and Columbus Ave and as envisioned by the
land owner, the Delaware River Waterfront
Corporation, will connect downtown
Philadelphia to the Delaware River. Funding for
the open space was incorporated into federal
and state transportation projects, including
needed highway improvements and multi-use
trail connections.
2. Development of the park and associated
access improvements will unleash adjacent
development parcels, creating a new 40-acre
mixed-use neighborhood on the river.
3. Future development opportunities can adjust
with market economics – maximum and
minimum build-outs were explored as well as
the range of economic benefits that will result.
4. Multiple funding sources made the $250m
project possible – federal, state, city and
philanthropic foundations.
5. Multi- modal transit is accommodated, and
sea level rise is addressed through seawall
modifications. The deck structure will
incorporate landscape as an integral part of the
design, allowing less overall depth of the system
and better accessibility.
6. The public realm creates multiple destinations
and a variety of landscape and water
experiences, celebrating Philadelphia’s Delaware
riverfront and leveraging its benefits to the city.
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